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Abstract Cold pools formed by precipitating convective clouds are an important source of mesoscale
temperature variability. However, their sub‐mesoscale (100 m–10 km) structure has not been quantified,
impeding validation of numericalmodels and understanding of their atmospheric and societal impacts.We assess
temperature variability in observed and simulated cold pools using variograms calculated from dense network
observations collected during a field experiment and in high‐resolution case‐study and idealized simulations. The
temperature variance in cold pools is enhanced for spatial scales between∼5 and 15 kmcompared to pre‐cold pool
conditions, but the magnitude varies strongly with cold pool evolution and environment. Simulations capture the
overall cold pool variogram shape well but underestimate the magnitude of the variability, irrespective of model
resolution. Temperature variograms outside of cold pool periods are represented by the range of simulations
evaluated here, suggesting that models misrepresent cold pool formation and/or dissipation processes.

Plain Language Summary Cold pools are cool gusty winds beneath thunderstorms that are formed
by cooling from rainfall. They have many important impacts in the atmosphere and on society but are difficult to
properly simulate in numerical weather models. The variability in cold pool temperature is an understudied
feature of cold pools but which is important to represent in numerical models. In this study, we examine cold
pool temperature variability from a dense network of surface weather station observations collected during a
field campaign, and we compare those observations to numerical simulations of cold pools in a range of
environments. We find that cold pools enhance temperature variability for distances greater than ∼5 km but
suppress variability on smaller distances, and that the magnitude of cold pool temperature variability is strongly
dependent on the environment and cold pool lifetime. We also show that numerical models, even at very high
resolutions, are not able to properly simulate the magnitude of cold pool temperature variability. We highlight
areas for improvement in numerical models that may help to improve simulations of cold pool variability,
including land‐atmosphere interactions, turbulence, and conversion processes between water vapor and
condensed water in storms.

1. Introduction
Cold pools, regions of dense air formed by precipitation that propagate as density currents (Benjamin, 1968;
Byers & Braham, 1949), are ubiquitous atmospheric phenomena that can occur with any type of precipitating
cloud. They play a myriad of important roles in weather, climate, and society: they initiate convection and in-
fluence convective system properties (e.g., Feng et al., 2015; Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2006; Purdom, 1976;
Rotunno et al., 1988; Schlemmer & Hohenegger, 2014; Wilson & Schreiber, 1986), control convective aggre-
gation (Haerter, 2019; Jensen et al., 2022), loft aerosols such as dust and biological particles (Marks et al., 2001;
Bou Karam et al., 2014; Seigel & van den Heever, 2012; Bukowski & van den Heever, 2022), and impact aviation
operations (Fujita, 1978). In images of laboratory density currents or dust‐lofting atmospheric cold pools called
haboobs (e.g., see Simpson, 1969, Figure 1, Figure 7), multi‐scale turbulent structures are evident, implying that
cold pool properties should exhibit variability on scales ranging from meters to the size of the cold pool itself.
However, little is known about the magnitude or structure of this variability from observations and numerical
simulations. Understanding this variability is crucial to assessing cold pool representation in large‐eddy simu-
lation (LES), numerical weather prediction, and climate models, and to comprehending their many atmospheric
and societal impacts.
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Previous modeling studies show that simulated cold pool properties, and their interactions with components of the
earth system, are sensitive to the model grid spacing (Straka et al., 1993; Bryan et al., 2003; Grant & van den
Heever, 2016; Huang et al., 2018; Hirt et al., 2020; Meyer & Haerter, 2020; Fiévet et al., 2023). Many of these
studies demonstrated more intense, longer‐lived, and faster‐propagating cold pools at finer model resolutions.
Droegemeier and Wilhelmson (1987) and Straka et al. (1993) showed that turbulent structures in cold pools are
not appropriately represented until 100 m or finer grid spacings. Grant and van den Heever (2016) recommended
horizontal (vertical) grid spacings of 100 m (50 m) or finer to simulate the impacts of turbulent structures on the
cold pool properties, and accurately capture cold pool interactions with the land surface. Hirt et al. (2020) showed
that coarser resolutions lead to weaker upward mass flux at cold pool edges, with impacts on convective initiation.

Fewer studies have investigated the observed variability in individual cold pools due to limited spatial resolutions
of traditional observing networks. While single‐point observations (e.g., Kirsch et al., 2021; Kruse et al., 2022)
require assumptions about the atmospheric flow to derive spatial cold pool characteristics, two recent observa-
tional campaigns were conducted to directly address this gap. van den Heever et al. (2021) used a flying curtain
strategy to measure cold pools on scales of 100 m to 1 km in the High Plains of the U.S. They found variations in
temperature and wind on scales of 1 km and finer. Dense networks of surface meteorological stations in Germany
observed temperature gradients inside a cold pool of up to 9 K /7 km (Hohenegger et al., 2023; Kirsch, Hohe-
negger, Klocke, Senke, et al., 2022).

As evidenced by this previous work, scale interactions in cold pools are critical to their properties, lifetimes,
interactions with earth's surface and convection, and societal impacts. Yet, comprehensive analyses of the scales
of temperature variability in observed cold pools have not been performed, nor have these scales been assessed in
numerical models. This study aims to fill this important knowledge gap by addressing the following questions,
with a focus on cold pool temperature as a critical component of cold pool density and hence its first‐order
properties.

1. What are the scales of temperature variability in observed cold pools?
2. How accurately do numerical models, with grid spacings of order 100 m to 1 km, represent this observed
variability?

3. What is the sensitivity of cold pool temperature variability to environmental conditions?

We investigate these questions using novel observations from a recent field campaign, the Field Experiment on
Submesoscale Spatio‐Temporal Variability in Lindenberg (FESSTVaL; Hohenegger et al., 2023), designed to
measure fine spatio‐temporal variability in cold pool properties. We assess the ability of numerical models to
accurately represent this variability as a function of model resolution and environment, using case‐study simu-
lations of observed cold pool events during FESSTVaL, and case‐study and idealized simulations of cold pools in
a range of other environments. We find that models generally do not accurately represent observed variability in
cold pool temperatures, even at LES grid spacings, and highlight key areas for improvement in simulating
processes contributing to cold pool properties and lifetimes.

2. Methods
2.1. FESSTVaL Observations

The observational data set used in this study was collected during the FESSTVaL field experiment held in eastern
Germany from 17 May to 27 August 2021 (Hohenegger et al., 2023). During FESSTVaL, 42 cold pool events
were observed (Kirsch, Hohenegger, et al., 2024). The air temperature data were recorded by 99 custom‐built,
low‐cost measurement stations (Kirsch, Hohenegger, Klocke, Senke, et al., 2022), arranged as a dense network
covering a 30 km‐diameter circular area centered at the Lindenberg observatory. Nearest‐neighbor distances
ranged from 100 m to 4.8 km (Figure 1a; Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1; Kirsch, Hohenegger,
et al., 2024). The network design allows for examination of variability in individual cold pools on scales from
100 m to 15 km. All raw sub‐minute temperature data are smoothed with a 1‐min running average filter. On 29
June 2021, a cold pool named “Jogi” was observed by the network (Figure 1a; Hohenegger et al., 2023; Kirsch,
Hohenegger, et al., 2024). Jogi was among the strongest cold pool events of the campaign, initiating at around
1530 local time (LT) and lasting for ∼2 hr (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). Since Jogi's spatial extent
and life cycle was largely sampled by the network, it is analyzed in detail in this study.
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2.2. Quantifying Spatial Variability

We quantify the spatial variability of near‐surface air temperature using variograms (Chils & Delfiner, 1999;
Wackernagel, 2003). Variogram analysis is used in geostatistics to characterize the spatial heterogeneity of a
regionalized, stochastic variable. The underlying variogram function of a variable (here: temperature T ) sampled
at selected locations can be estimated from its empirical variogram (γ̂). γ̂ is calculated by forming pairs of sample
locations i≠ j and binning them according to their distances d (Figure 1a). The variogram function for distance bin
d, with N(d) samples, is given by:

γ̂(d) =
1
2

1
N(d)

∑
i≠j
(Tj − Ti)

2
(1)

Thus, the variogram function quantifies the degree of spatial variance across different length scales within a
sampled temperature field. The information content of the variogram depends on the spatial distribution of
sampling locations and the distance bins used. As a trade‐off between distance resolution and statistical
robustness, especially for distances smaller than ∼3 km, we choose a 500 m bin width to calculate all empirical

Figure 1. Plan views of temperature perturbations relative to the reference temperature (Table 1) for (a) observations from the Jogi case (spatially interpolated for better
visualization), (b) a Jogi case study simulation, and (c)–(f) other case study and idealized simulations. Model data are shown at the lowest level above ground. The time
(min) since cold pool onset (t0), that is, last timestep of unperturbed conditions, is labeled at the top right and the FESSTVaL network is overlain in black dots.
Coordinates are relative to the network center. Notations in (a) refer to quantities shown in Equation 1.
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variograms (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). The maximum variogram distance corresponds to half the
domain size (15 km; Wackernagel, 2003). Variograms are calculated for observed FESSTVaL data and in the
simulation data by superimposing the station network on the model grid and linearly interpolating the model data
at the lowest level above ground to the station locations. The calculation utilizes all available station data at a
given time step.

2.3. Simulations

A collection of simulation sets is analyzed to examine simulated cold pool variability in a range of environments
and model resolutions. These include case study simulations of cold pool Jogi and a tropical maritime cold pool,
and three sets of idealized cold pool simulations in dry continental conditions with varying background envi-
ronments. All simulation names, grid spacings, output frequencies, FESSTVaL network placements, and cold
pool lifetimes are summarized in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1, while cold pool properties for one
simulation in each set are in Table 1.

2.3.1. CS‐Jogi Simulations

Case‐study simulations for cold pool Jogi uses the Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic model in LES mode (ICON‐LES;
Dipankar et al., 2015; Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). The setup consists of four elliptical domains with
grid spacings of 625 m, 312 m, 156 m (see Figure 1b), and 75 m, centered around the FESSTVaL experiment area
in eastern Germany. The maximum diameter of the CS‐Jogi‐75m simulation domain is 24 km and smaller than the
FESSTVaL network. Thus, variograms are shown only to 10 km (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

2.3.2. CS‐TropOce Simulations

Case‐study simulations with 1 km horizontal grid spacing are performed using the Regional Atmospheric
Modeling System (RAMS; Cotton et al., 2003; Saleeby & van den Heever, 2013) for the NASA Cloud, Aerosol,
andMonsoon Processes Philippines Experiment (CAMP2Ex; Reid et al., 2023, S.3.2). Includes a coarse and high‐
resolution simulation of a cold pool that occurred west of Luzon (simulation CS‐TropOce‐1km; Text S1 in
Supporting Information S1; and CS‐TropOce‐100m; Text S1 in Supporting Information S1; Figure 1c).

2.3.3. IDEAL‐DryBL Simulations

A RAMS idealized LES of a linear cold pool dissipating by surface fluxes and entrainment in a deep, turbulent
boundary layer (IDEAL‐DryBL‐50m, Figure 1d; Grant & van den Heever, 2018). Initial land surface and at-
mospheric conditions are horizontally homogeneous, and there is no background wind shear, interactions with
clouds, nor microphysical processes. A coarser simulation (IDEAL‐DryBL‐100m) is also included.

Table 1
Names and Cold Pool Properties for OBS‐Jogi and Selected Simulations

Name Tref (°C)
a ΔTmean, ΔTmin (K)

b σmean, σmax (K)
b

OBS‐Jogi 28.6 − 2.7, − 11.5 2.51, 3.40

CS‐Jogi‐156m 29.0 − 0.8, − 9.5 1.07, 2.04

CS‐TropOce‐100m 27.3 − 1.6, − 4.4 0.69, 1.05

IDEAL‐DryBL‐50m 28.5 − 1.0, − 9.7 1.27, 3.28

IDEAL‐DownShear‐100m 20.9 − 6.6, − 15.6 1.61, 4.62

IDEAL‐UpShear‐100m 20.9 − 3.7, − 16.8 3.05, 4.95

IDEAL‐Haboob‐20KDay‐150m 43.28 − 1.15, − 15.77 1.62, 6.24

Note. Simulations are named beginning with IDEAL (idealized) or CS (case study), followed by a description of the envi-
ronment and the horizontal grid spacing. aTref: Mean temperature across all stations and over 1‐hr period before cold pool
onset. bΔTmean, ΔTmin, σmean, σmax: Mean temperature (T) or standard deviation (σ) across all stations and over 1‐hr period
after cold pool onset, or minimum/maximum across all stations and cold pool lifetime.
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2.3.4. IDEAL‐Shear Simulations

RAMS simulations similar to IDEAL‐DryBL, except the environment includes ∼20 m s− 1 vertical wind shear
over the lowest 3 km, and the x‐direction is a narrow channel (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1). Two
horizontal grid spacings are included (IDEAL‐Shear‐100m (Figure 1e) and IDEAL‐Shear‐250m). In both sim-
ulations, two networks are imposed: one downshear and one upshear, called the IDEAL‐DownShear and IDEAL‐
UpShear (Figure 1e). The background wind speed limits the upshear cold pool propagation while increasing the
downshear leading edge propagation speed.

2.3.5. IDEAL‐Haboob‐150m Simulations

Bukowski and van den Heever (2022) describe a 120‐simulation ensemble of idealized dust‐producing cold pools
(haboobs) in an arid, desert‐like environment using RAMS, a single circular cold bubble, and no background
winds or microphysical processes. Eight simulations are subset from the ensemble: four each during daytime and
nighttime with initial cold pool temperature deficits ranging from 10 to 20 K (Figure 1f; see Section 3.3).

3. Results
3.1. Observed Temperature Variability

To address our first science question, we examine the variogram for the 42 cold pools observed throughout the
103‐day FESSTVaL campaign (Figure 2a). As a baseline, we also analyze the variogram for all daytime non‐cold
pool periods. On average, cold pools enhance temperature variance on spatial scales between 5 and 15 km. As
previous studies show, cold pools tend to be at least 5 km in diameter (Feng et al., 2015; Kirsch, Hohenegger,
Klocke, Senke, et al., 2022, 2024; Terai & Wood, 2013) and introduce footprints in the temperature field on the
scale of the cold pool itself. Footprints are larger in spatial scale than temperature variations caused by boundary
layer processes such as Rayleigh‐Benard convection (Lord Rayleigh, 1916), which tend to scale with the
boundary layer depth (e.g., Hardy & Ottersten, 1969). Interestingly, Figure 2a also indicates that on average, cold
pools reduce temperature variance on spatial scales less than ∼4 km. This may indicate mechanical mixing by the
enhanced winds within relative to outside the cold pool. Additionally, cold pools are stably stratified (Kirsch
et al., 2021; Kruse et al., 2022) and may suppress surface sensible heat fluxes, reducing surface‐driven turbulence;
although, previous studies suggest sensible heat fluxes can be enhanced within cold pools under certain conditions
(Grant & van den Heever, 2016, 2018a; Gentine et al., 2016; Bukowski & van den Heever, 2021). Finally, note the
different shapes of the cold pool and non‐cold pool variograms: the daytime non‐cold pool variogram slope is
steeper at small scales but flattens out at scales above∼5 km, indicating that the dominant scales of variability due
to boundary layer motions are 5 km and smaller. However, the cold pool variogram slope is more linear across the
range of scales.

We next examine the variogram results for the Jogi case (OBS‐Jogi; Figure 2b). While most cold pools from the
FESSTVaL record (31) had median temperature deficits of 4 K or weaker (Kirsch, Hohenegger, et al., 2024), the
Jogi cold pool had a maximum temperature deficit of 11.5 K (Table 1). This is in line with previous observations
of strong cold pools (e.g., Engerer et al., 2008; Kirsch et al., 2021; van den Heever et al., 2021). The OBS‐Jogi
temperature variogram is almost an order of magnitude larger than the average variograms for other observed cold
pools (Figure 2b). This indicates that the strongest cold pools can have exceptionally high magnitude variograms
compared to cold pools overall, and that the relative enhancement in temperature variance for strong cold pools is
greater than the relative enhancement in mean cold pool strength.

3.2. Comparing Observed and Simulated Temperature Variability

We address our second question by comparing the CS‐Jogi case‐study simulations to the observations (Figure 2b).
While the temperature variogram in the simulated Jogi cold pools have the correct shape, they are too weak, with
median magnitudes ∼1/3 of the observations and outside the OBS‐Jogi interquartile range. This finding is irre-
spective of whether the variance is examined across the entire network or only within the cold pools (Figure S3 in
Supporting Information S1). Remarkably, the model resolution does not systematically impact the simulated
temperature variance beyond the statistical noise level. Nevertheless, all four CS‐Jogi simulations well
approximate the mean cold pool temperature deficit and its temporal evolution (Figures 1a and 1b; Figure S2 in
Supporting Information S1). In fact, the simulations have an even stronger mean temperature deficit than the
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observations (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1), although the maximum deficit at any one station and the
standard deviations across the network are larger in the observations (Table 1). Overall, this demonstrates that
temperature variance is not properly represented even when the mean cold pool properties are well‐simulated.

Toassess reasons for the simulation'smisrepresentationof theobservedcoldpool temperaturevariance,weexamine
variograms in the pre‐cold pool (Figure 2c) and nocturnal boundary layer (Figure 2d). Pre‐cold pool variograms are
well‐simulated at small scales, but underestimated at scales above ∼5 km (Figure 2c). The larger‐scale variance
underestimation stems froma small pre‐Jogi cold pool in the observationswhich enhances the variogrammagnitude
above 8 km but isn't present in the simulations (not shown). The agreement below 5 km indicates that the scales of
variability induced by boundary layer circulations are well‐represented in the simulations. Second, the nighttime
variogrammagnitudes in theCS‐Jogi simulations are slightly underestimated but within theOBS‐Jogi interquartile
range (Figure 2d). At night when the boundary layer stabilizes, temperature variance is primarily driven by
topographic‐driven differences in station elevations across the FESSTVaL network. The agreement between the
nighttime CS‐Jogi and OBS‐Jogi data indicates the topography is also well‐resolved in the simulations, consistent
with the fine spatial resolution of the ICON‐LES input topography data (Text S1 in Supporting Information S1).
Overall, the non‐cold pool variogramcomparisons suggest that themodel underestimation of cold pool temperature
variability is not due to misrepresentation of boundary layer circulations, surface heterogeneity, or topography.
Rather, it's likely from poor representation of processes contributing to internal cold pool variability, like spatial
variations in evaporative cooling rates, turbulence mixing, and responding surface fluxes within the cold pool.

Figure 2. (a) Temperature variograms during cold pool (2 hr after onset) and daytime (1100–1800 LT) non‐cold time periods every 15 min for the entire duration of the
FESSTVaL data set. (b) Comparison between all observed cold pools (blue shading, same as in panel (a)), the OBS‐Jogi case every 1 min, and the CS‐Jogi simulations.
Note the different y‐axis scale compared to the other panels. (c) Variograms for 3‐hr periods before cold pool onset for Jogi observations and simulations. (d) As in
(c) but over nighttime periods (2200–0500 LT). All solid lines (shading) represent the median (interquartile range).
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3.3. Sensitivity of Cold Pool Variability to Environment and Model Resolution

Here, we further answer our second science question and address our third question. Figures 3a and 3b summarize
the strong control of the environment on cold pool temperature variance. Cold pools forming in contrasting
environments, such as tropical maritime versus midlatitude continental, can have over an order of magnitude
difference in temperature variograms (compare CS‐TropOce‐100m to IDEAL‐UpShear‐100m; Figures 3a, 1c and
1e). Tropical maritime cold pools are typically much weaker than midlatitude continental ones (Table 1, Figure 1,
Zuidema et al., 2012; van den Heever et al., 2021; Simoes‐Sousa et al., 2022) and to first order, one might expect
weaker cold pools to exhibit smaller variability. The IDEAL‐Haboob ensemble, in which the initial cold pool
temperature deficit was varied, confirms this point (Figure 3b): initially stronger cold pools have larger tem-
perature variance. Second, cold pool temperature variance can be vastly different even in the same background
environment, as evidenced by the variogram differences between the upshear and downshear sides of the cold
pool in the IDEAL‐Shear simulations arising from different residence times in the network (Figure 3a). Third, the
IDEAL‐Haboob ensemble (Figure 3b) shows that all else equal, nocturnal cold pools have larger temperature
variability than during the day, and nighttime cold pool variability is more sensitive to the cold pool strength than
during the daytime. Daytime cold pools dissipate faster than the nighttime ones due to surface sensible heating

Figure 3. (a) As in Figure 2b, but comparing the impact of environment and model grid spacing on median variogram magnitudes. Darker colors indicate higher
resolution simulations. (b) Median variograms for the IDEAL‐Haboob‐150m ensemble, showing variation in variogram magnitudes as a function of initial cold pool
temperature and day (yellow lines) versus night (blue lines). (c) Time series of median variogram magnitude across all bins for OBS‐Jogi and select simulations. Note
the log y‐axis scaling.
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and mixing with the turbulent boundary layer (Bukowski & van den Heever, 2022), thus demonstrating the
important control of cold pool dissipation processes on temperature variability.

Figure 3a reconfirms the results from the CS‐Jogi simulation set (Figure 2b): remarkably, resolution does not
strongly impact simulated cold pool temperature variability, counter to what we might expect based on prior
literature showing more intense cold pools with finer resolution (see Section 1). The largest difference in var-
iogram magnitude with increasing resolution is in the IDEAL‐DryBL simulation set, which has the highest
resolution overall and is the only LES set where the vertical grid spacing is also varied, both of which may
enhance the change in variogram magnitude.

In the simulations and observations (Figure 3c), there is large temporal variability in cold pool temperature
variance, with the greatest magnitudes near cold pool onset. However, the variogram magnitude drops off quickly
toward pre‐cold pool values in most simulations, especially in continental cold pools undergoing fast dissipation
processes (e.g., IDEAL‐DryBL‐50m, IDEAL‐Shear‐100m, and IDEAL‐Haboob). This again underscores the
importance of processes influencing cold pool lifetimes in contributing to themagnitude and evolution of cold pool
variability. Finally, while some simulations exhibit peak variogrammagnitudes equal to or exceeding the peak for
OBS‐Jogi, none come close to the OBS‐Jogi median variogrammagnitude (compare Figure 2bwith Figures 3a and
3b), despite some of the simulated cold pools exhibiting similar or larger temperature deficits than OBS‐Jogi (e.g.,
IDEAL‐Shear‐100m; Table 1). Thus, even when mean cold pool properties are similar to (or stronger than)
observed, simulated cold pool temperature variability is still not properly represented at LES resolutions.

4. Conclusions
We have investigated the footprints of cold pools on temperature variability, their representation in numerical
models, and their sensitivity to environmental conditions using novel fine‐spatio‐temporal resolution measure-
ments from the FESSTVaL field campaign, case‐study simulations of a FESSTVaL cold pool event, and a
collection of case‐study and idealized simulations. This is an essential research topic not investigated previously
but crucial for understanding cold pool processes, their interactions with convection and earth's surface, and their
societal impacts. Variograms are an effective tool to characterize temperature variability and can be applied to
model simulations and dense station network observations, enabling easy and fair comparisons. We investigated
the following three science questions.

1. What are the scales of temperature variability in observed cold pools? The FESSTVaL observations show
cold pools enhance spatial temperature variability on scales greater than ∼5 km, but suppress variability on
smaller scales, likely by mechanical mixing of boundary layer circulations. The magnitude of cold pool
temperature variability is highly temporally variable and greatly enhanced for stronger cold pools.

2. How accurately do numerical models, with grid spacings of order 100 m to 1 km, represent this observed
variability? By comparing an observed cold pool with case study simulations of the same event, we find that
numerical models substantially underestimate the observed cold pool temperature variability, even when the
mean cold pool properties are well represented. Finer resolution does not significantly improve model rep-
resentation of cold pool variability.

3. What is the sensitivity of cold pool temperature variability to environmental conditions? The suite of simu-
lations examined here demonstrates strong sensitivity of the variability to environmental conditions. Tropical
maritime cold pools are less variable than midlatitude continental ones. Cold pool variability is also sensitive
to background wind shear, time of day, and cold pool strength, with stronger cold pools exhibiting larger
variability.

Through the analysis of pre‐cold pool and nighttime temperature variance in non‐cold pool conditions, along with
the evolution of cold pool temperature variability, we conclude that models likely underestimate the magnitude of
cold pool temperature variability due to misrepresentation of physical processes contributing to cold pool life-
times, namely, latent cooling stemming from microphysical processes and dissipation by entrainment and surface
fluxes. The artificial smoothing of temperature gradients and underestimation of internal cold pool variability in
simulations can impact vertical velocities and vortical mixing, which affect the representation of convective
processes such as convective initiation, storm organization, longevity, and dissipation, as well as preconditions
for subsequent convection. These are critical areas for future investigation on process‐based understanding and
development of numerical models if we are to improve predictions of cold pools and their implications for
weather, climate, and society.
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Data Availability Statement
All scripts and NetCDF files containing variogram and model output data used to create figures and tables in this
manuscript and supporting information are available on GitHub (Kirsch, Grant, et al., 2024). The APOLLO and
WXT observational data sets of FESSTVaL 2021 are available from Universität Hamburg (Kirsch, Hohenegger,
Klocke, & Ament, 2022). Model output and/or source code for each set of simulations used in the analyses is
available from the following sources.

• CS‐Jogi simulations: Sakradzija (2023). See also the FESSTVaL final report at https://fesstval.de/fileadmin/
user_upload/fesstval/Files/FESSTVaL‐Report‐final.pdf (accessed 2023‐10‐09)

• CS‐TropOce simulations: Falk et al. (2023).
• IDEAL‐DryBL simulations: Grant and van den Heever (2018b).
• IDEAL‐Shear simulations: Neumaier et al. (2023).
• IDEAL‐Haboob‐150m ensemble: Bukowski and van den Heever (2023).
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